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ABSTRACT

Usability is an important quality characteristic of software
products and information systems. Different approaches for
introducing usability activities into open source software
(OSS) development have not yet been fully evaluated. This
paper experiments with the introduction of usability
activities into OSS development through a participative
approach. An empirical case study was carried out in a
game development OSS project. The results of this study
suggest that it is beneficial to introduce usability activities
into OSS development through the participative approach.
In the participative approach the usability experts become
recognized part of the development community through
adapting their ways of work into the culture of the OSS
project and submitting code patches. This participative
approach had a clear impact in the case project as seen in
changes in the user interface and in improved usability. The
challenge of adapting usability and OSS development
philosophies and practices should, however, be researched
further.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an empirical case study where usability
activities are introduced into open source software (OSS)
development context. OSS development has already been
acknowledged as a current and interesting topic in Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) research (e.g. [5, 8, 9, 31, 32,
46, 48]), OSS development referring to the development of
software, whose source code needs to be open for anyone to
use, modify and distribute (e.g. [27, 44, 20]). The
development model relies on technically skilled individuals
who develop the software to serve their personal needs, but
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also voluntarily allow the software to be used and further
developed by others. OSS projects rely on community
software development model that extensively utilizes
Internet’s means for communication and for coordinating
the work: discussion forums, mailing lists, IRC, version
control and bug reporting systems are widely used in OSS
development projects. [27, 44, 20]
OSS development has already become a highly significant
phenomenon. It is difficult to estimate the number of users
and overall market share of OSS solutions because they can
be downloaded freely from mirror repositories and peer-topeer networks, but the significance of OSS development
becomes evident when, for instance, looking at
SourceForge, one of the Web-based code repositories used
by OSS development projects. SourceForge alone has about
2.7 million developers, more than two million downloads
from its repositories every day and the combined number of
users in all projects is estimated 46 million. There are at
least twenty similar code repositories. Regarding the usage
of OSS solutions, for instance the Firefox Web browser has
been downloaded over one billion times and it has a 23
percent worldwide usage share.
Even though OSS development originates in the hacker
culture with highly talented developers [27, 20], recently
also non-developer users have emerged in the OSS scene.
These users require high level usability in addition to
advanced functionality. Traditionally in OSS development
usability of the software has not been a major concern, but
nowadays it needs to be considered in connection to many
OSS solutions – those that try to please also the nondeveloper user population – but the introduction of usability
into OSS development has proven to be quite challenging.
[1, 8, 31, 32, 44]. For these reasons there is a pressing need
for studies of this kind – tackling the problem of
introducing usability activities into OSS development.
The overall research question examined in this paper is:
“How could usability activities be introduced into OSS
development?” The specific research question of this paper
is: “How could usability experts participate within OSS
community in order to usability activities have an impact?”
This paper contributes by experimenting with a
participative approach (see [22, 40]) for introducing
usability activities into software development in the OSS
development context. This approach has already been

recommended for the OSS development context [40], but
its implementation so far has had certain limitations that
will be addressed in this study. There is a lack of research
of this kind, but it is evidently needed, as the existing
research has shown that more work needs to be done related
to improving usability in the OSS development context and
that introducing usability activities into OSS development
is challenging (e.g. [8, 9, 31, 32, 46, 47]).
The paper is structured as follows. The next section
introduces the concept of usability and outlines some
example methods devised for building and ensuring it. The
next section also discusses the existing research results
related to introducing usability activities into traditional,
commercial software development context as well as to the
OSS development context. The following section discusses
the research method utilized in this study, the fourth section
outlining the empirical results gained. The fifth section
discusses the implications of the results, the final section
summarizing the main results, outlining their limitations
and implications for practice and identifying paths for
future work.
USABILITY IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Definition and design of usability

Usability is identified as one of the main software product
and system quality attributes in the international standard
ISO 1926. It has been discussed particularly with respect to
HCI research which has also introduced a number of
different methods for improving and designing usability
(e.g. [29, 32, 38]). Usability refers to the capability of the
product to be understood, learned and used by users, as well
as to appeal to users when used under specified conditions
for specified tasks [24]. International standard ISO 9241-11
provides another common definition for usability: “The
extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use” [23].
Usability has become an important competitive edge in
software markets long ago, i.e. top class functionality has
not been sufficient anymore, but customers have demanded
also usability to be on the high level [16, 33, 41]. Users or
user organizations can benefit from better usability through
higher user satisfaction as well as through higher
productivity when the most frequent tasks take less time
and users make fewer errors [13, 30]. The development
company can benefit from better usability through
reduction in time and resources needed for product
development due to reduced need for changes in later
development phases [13, 6, 30]. Furthermore, the
development company can use improved usability as a
competitive edge and potentially increase sales [13, 6, 26,
30]. If the development company provides some kind of
product support, better usability can also greatly reduce the
number of contacts made to customer support and reduce
support costs [13, 6, 30]. As can be seen, there are

numerous motivations for the development organization (or
community) to invest in usability.
Usability can be designed and improved through usability
engineering (UE) and user-centered design (UCD) methods.
A number of such methods have been developed within
HCI research (e.g. [23, 29, 33, 41]. For example, usability
engineering (e.g., the original work in [33], also e.g. 29]),
scenario-based design (e.g., [41]) and goal-based
interaction design (e.g. [10]) methods have been developed
that contain usability activity phases such as requirements
analysis, activity design, information design, interaction
design,
prototyping,
usability
evaluation,
and
documentation design [41] or research, modeling,
requirements definition, framework definition, and
refinement [10].
Introducing Usability into Software Development

Even though there are a plenty of methods for ensuring
usability, there still is research lacking on how to introduce
these methods, and usability activities in general, to the
development. The introduction of usability activities even
into traditional software development has been reported as
challenging – already decades ago as well as currently (see
e.g. [17, 22, 34, 38]). A number of reasons can be outlined
in relation to this. For example, cost benefit considerations
and resource constraints have been emphasized as reasons.
Therefore, resources required for usability activities need to
be well planned and budgeted [3, 28, 33] and one should
ensure that usability activities do not increase development
costs and time [7, 17, 33, 38]. The existing research has
revealed that usability may not be appreciated as an
important factor by developers and their managers and
usability experts may have difficulties in becoming visible
and legitimate participants in the development process, in
gaining decision-making power regarding the solution, and
in their work, altogether, having any impact on the solution
(see e.g. [3, 17, 22, 28). Furthermore, the context into
which the usability activities are to be introduced needs to
be thoroughly understood in order to select a suitable
strategy, as a ‘one size fits all’ approach is not
recommended but instead a ‘culturally compatible’ one [2,
3, 9, 22, 28, 37, 45].
The introduction of usability activities into OSS
development is challenging as well. Traditionally,
technically skilled developers have developed OSS for their
own use, but now OSS solutions have increasing amount of
users who lack deep technical knowledge or skills to
contribute to the OSS projects by submitting code patches.
Recently, interest in usability research in the OSS
development context has emerged (e.g. [1, 39, 8, 9, 46]).
The current status of usability activities in OSS projects and
usability of OSS is still generally quite poor and the
usability experts, if any, may work in isolation their work
having no impact on the actual solution. These problems are
particularly present in small and medium sized OSS

projects and in OSS projects without company involvement.
(See e.g. [1, 9, 31, 32, 46, 47].)
Particularly, there still is a lack of research on how to
introduce usability activities into the OSS development
context so that those have impact on the actual solution.
One study has explicitly experimented with different
approaches for introducing usability activities into OSS
development (see [40]). This study suggests that usability
experts should adopt a participative approach in
introducing the usability activities, i.e. they should become
recognized members of the OSS community, understand the
principles and the culture of the community, adapt the
usability activities to the development and keep the core
developers and the community informed about the usability
activities [40]. The results are in line with studies carried
out in the traditional software development context that
maintain that usability specialists should become team
members and allies in the development, align their ways of
work with the engineers, take care that usability becomes a
visible and legitimate part of the development and be wary
that the usability experts do not become viewed as police
pointing out only negative issues through their usability
evaluations [3, 17, 22, 28, 45]. Also the few other studies
addressing the helping and hindering factors related to the
entrance of usability activities in OSS development provide
support for these claims (i.e. [4, 5, 8, 9]).
The advice provided (in [40]), therefore, is likely valid, but
it is problematic that this study did not go very far with the
participative approach. This is because although usability
problems were identified and mock-ups for improving user
interface were produced, the usability teams did not submit
patches and they were involved with their respective OSS
projects for only a few months. The usability experts got to
know the OSS community in question through reviewing all
the relevant communication (i.e. in the discussion forums,
mailing lists, IRC) and through directly contacting the
(preferably core) developers and the community more
generally. In addition, they provided not only usability
feedback, but also improvement suggestions, and actively
tried to inform the community of their work. (See [40]).
There were, however, clear limitations regarding the
implementation of this approach. As has been suggested by
the HCI research addressing the traditional, commercial
software development context (e.g. [2, 3, 17, 21, 22, 37,
45]) as well as the OSS development context [1, 4, 5, 8, 9,
31, 46, 47), the usability experts should become fellow
members in the development, build trust and show their
merits, align their ways of work with those of the
developers’ and select an approach that is ‘culturally
compatible’. Therefore, we reasoned that usability experts
should become even more tightly integrated with the
development: to enter the community and to gain merit in a
similar way than other to-be community members, i.e.
through submitting patches. As contributors, the usability
experts would be entering and contributing to in this
development context clearly in a ‘culturally compatible’

way. By this, we do not mean, however, that all usability
experts should be capable of coding to be able to enter OSS
projects, but we still maintain that there should be at least a
person in mind that is known to be capable and willing of
implementing the usability improvements of the usability
team when entering an OSS project.
RESEARCH METHOD

This research is characterized as design science research
because it explores the introduction of usability activities
into the OSS development context –first by devising a way
related to how to introduce the usability activities into OSS
development based on the existing literature on the matter
and afterwards by experimenting with it in practice in a
selected OSS development project. Design science research
is about building artifacts for specific purposes, and about
evaluating how well they perform in their intended
purposes. Design science research involves a rigorous
iterative and incremental process to design artifacts – such
as constructs, models, methods or instantiations – to solve
observed problems, to make research contributions, to
evaluate designs, and to communicate the results to
appropriate audience [19, 35]. In this case a method (or an
early version of such) for introducing usability activities
into OSS development has been under construction and
evaluation. Based on a literature review, a set of usability
activities was selected with the aim to introduce them into
OSS development. However, the specific research interest
was in the actual procedure related to how to introduce
those activities into the selected OSS development project.
This procedure was also based on the literature on the
matter, combining general HCI literature on the
introduction of usability activities into software
development with the literature addressing specifically the
OSS development context. In particular, the participative
approach for introducing usability activities into software
development in the OSS development context was the
artifact of this study under construction and evaluation.
Design science research can be seen as an embodiment of
three closely related cycles of activities, namely Relevance
cycle, Design cycle and Rigor cycle [18]. The Relevance
cycle inputs requirements from the contextual environment
into the research (i.e. OSS development context) and
introduces the research artifacts (i.e. ways to introduce
usability into OSS development context) into environmental
field testing. The Design cycle involves the actual
construction and evaluation of the design artifacts and
processes. The Rigor cycle provides grounding theories and
methods along with the domain experience and expertise
from the foundations knowledge base into the research and
adds the new knowledge generated by the research to the
knowledge base [18, 35]. The evaluation of artifacts
considers the design fitness of the artifacts, and their design
utility on the environment and their users [14]. In particular,
we evaluate the design fitness and design utility of the
participative approach for introducing usability activities

into software development in the OSS development context.
The evaluation has been carried out in a long-term case
study by using student usability teams working with one
OSS development project. The results of this case study
have then been contrasted with the existing HCI research
knowledge related to introducing usability activities into
software development with the aim to generate new
research knowledge on the subject matter, addressing
particularly this new context, i.e. OSS development. The
design fitness and design utility of this participative
approach have been evaluated after the student usability
teams have finished their work.
The research material used in this study has been collected
while conducting the usability activities and observing the
selected case OSS development project. The student
usability teams introduced the usability activities into the
case OSS development project and collected data related to
the usability activities and related to the case OSS
development project. Experienced HCI researchers
supervised and guided the usability activities as well as
analyzed the impact of the usability activities in the case
OSS development project. Usability findings and
recommendations and all forum and email correspondence
with the development team have been saved for the
purposes of the research. The collected research material
has been analyzed by the experienced HCI researchers;
evidence related to the successes and shortcomings of the
selected approach was recorded and the findings were
contrasted with the existing HCI research knowledge.
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
The Case Project

The case project involved in this study is an OSS
development project developing a single-player, roleplaying roguelike game with both ASCII and GUI user
interfaces. The development of the game originally started
in 1995. The development team has changed many times
since then and the development has branched into several
separate development projects. This OSS project was under
active development during the two years of usability
student team involvement. It had twenty active core
developers with commit rights and several other
contributors developing around 7500 commits to the project
repository, an active community including a forum with
over 1000 users and around 50000 posts, and a generally
open and friendly culture welcoming all those who are
willing to somehow contribute to the project or were
interested in the game.
The case project is not commercially supported. We
intentionally selected such a project as usability activities
are many times taken care of in OSS projects by companies
involved in the projects [1, 4, 5, 46], while OSS projects
without company involvement usually are in need of
outside usability support. We decided to focus our research
efforts on such projects. In this case project there were no

project leaders to be convinced that usability is important in
order to gain access to the project and start doing usability
activities for the software, as is typically the case in
traditional software development. In fact, the project
offered a fertile ground to enter into to begin with, as the
importance of a good user interface was raised as a major
design goal in the manual of the game, where goals for the
user interface were described in the following way: the
game is to have a ‘painless’ interface that supports game
play and has support for ‘newbies’. Furthermore, the
interface is to be designed so that game play becomes
‘easy’ and not ‘tedious’. (Project documentation)
The Student Usability Teams

Access to this case was gained through four student
usability teams, UKKOSS 5, UKKOSS 6, UKKOSS 7 and
UKKOSS 8 doing project work, which were aimed at
introducing usability activities into OSS development
project under close supervision of experienced HCI
researchers. The students conducting the usability activities
had usability background from at least two previous
usability courses and software development background
from at least three software development courses. Each
student usability team consisted of four to six students
working between 100 to 200 hours each in planning the
usability activities, carrying out these planned usability
activities, contributing to the development through code
patches based on the results from the usability activities,
communicating with the OSS project about these results,
following up the impact of usability activities, collecting
data and writing a project report.
The major intervention related to the experimentation with
the participative approach was carried out during the
UKKOSS 5 student usability team’s work. The other
student usability teams have provided additional material
related to the case OSS development project and related to
the impact of the conducted usability activities as well as
some insights related to the use of participative approach or
lack thereof. One of the developers of the OSS project was
a member of the UKKOSS 5 team and acted as both insider
informant for all of the student teams and as a usability
champion within the OSS project community marketing the
results of the UKKOSS teams and trying to generate
interest in usability and in the suggested changes.
The student usability teams had to first familiarize
themselves with the game and technology in hand. This was
done by the students individually so that everyone could get
to know the technology as well as possible and to make up
their own opinions of the technology and usability without
group pressure. For usability tests, the student usability
teams tried to find the best possible users based on the
requirements received from the developers. The usability
tests were done in controlled test environment in a usability
testing laboratory where the student usability team could
observe the users and their actions. Observations were done
with multiple cameras and microphones and the video and

audio of each test session was recorded for further analysis.
The users were supported by a team member if the users
really needed help in order to continue the test. During the
usability testing the influence and involvement of the
usability team was kept as minimal as possible so that the
users had to rely on the user interface and the software help
features as much as possible. Video recordings from the
usability test sessions were transcribed and analyzed. The
student usability teams, in addition to identifying usability
problems, also created suggestions for fixing the problems.
(In line with the guidelines e.g. in [12, 42]). In addition to
usability tests in the laboratory environment, the student
usability teams carried out heuristic evaluations and
cognitive walkthrough, used questionnaires in connection
with the usability tests and interviewed the test persons
after the usability testing sessions. Furthermore, the student
usability teams carried out some development work and
submitted UI improvement suggestions, level designs and
code patches. Next more details related to the work done by
each student usability team will be presented as well as
some findings related to their work will be described.
The Work of UKKOSS 5 Student Usability Team

The UKKOSS 5 team consisted of five students who
conducted comprehensive usability testing with six test
participants and further analyzed the results from the tests
and also from post-test interviews and questionnaires.
Based on these usability tests the team found 44 different
usability problems. The team also did heuristic evaluation
for the game using game usability heuristics by Pinelle et al
[36]. The team found 30 different usability problems
through heuristic evaluation. Overall the UKKOSS 5 team
found 62 different usability problems and reported these to
the OSS developers and community by sending first a
preliminary usability report and later a full usability report
to the OSS project.
The preliminary usability report, delivered as an e-mail to
the project's mailing list, resulted in active discussion on the
email list with 53 emails related to it. The final usability
report was delivered to the wiki of the OSS project. The
developers commented actively on the usability issues and
the suggestions to fix them. One of the developers added a
comment field to each of the descriptions of the usability
problems in the wiki, facilitating and encouraging
discussion of the problems. This was something that the
UKKOSS 5 team did not think of when adding the usability
report to the OSS project wiki. Two of the developers
added their comments to the reported usability problems,
reporting that they had done something to this particular
problem or discussed solutions to resolve this problem.
Also two non-developers added comments. The student
usability team members also replied to the developer
comments, opening a dialogue between the developers and
the usability team members. There have been developer
comments to keep track of progress of the issues even one
year after the usability report had been added, long after the

UKKOSS 5 student usability project itself had ended. The
reception of the usability reports within the developers and
community was overall very positive and enthusiastic,
though there were also critical opinions voiced against
some of the suggestions in the reports.
In addition to usability testing and reporting, the UKKOSS
5 team submitted code patches and level design work,
including new menus and a new tutorial for the game.
These were received positively, and they were accepted into
the code repository. The development team member who
participated in the UKKOSS 5 did not commit the patches
made during the project to ensure that the other
development members considered them useful. Another
team member from the UKKOSS 5 team was invited to the
development team and given commit rights as a result of his
contributions, for his active participation in discussions and
for his recognized skills as a player. This can also be seen
as a mark of a successful strategy for a usability expert to
get into OSS project and gain recognition and merit.
Very important sign of success for any usability expert is
the ability of her work to have an impact on the actual
source code. Related to this, we took a look at the commit
messages of this OSS project. The UKKOSS 5 team, their
project work or report was directly referenced in commit
messages four times. Reflecting the participatory nature of
the team's work, one of these commit messages asked for
input from the UKKOSS 5 team after making some changes
to the tutorial authored by the UKKOSS5 team. This also
illustrates that the student team's input on usability
questions was valued by the developers.
There were also indirect references and other activity
inspired by the student usability team's work. After
UKKOSS 5's tutorial and other code patches were
committed to the project's repository, several of the
developers committed further tweaks and new features to
build upon the introduced changes. Even during the
development of the tutorial, a development team member,
in communication via the project's IRC channel, provided
new features for level design on short notice, so that the
student usability team could implement the tutorial as
planned. There were also commits that addressed issues
discussed in the student usability team's reports, even
though the reports or the team weren't directly referenced.
The Work of UKKOSS 6, 7 and 8 Student Usability
Teams

The UKKOSS 6 and 7 student usability teams continued on
the footsteps of the UKKOSS 5 usability team, but they had
less resources to spend on usability activities, therefore
their work relied less on the participative approach while it
still offered us interesting information of this case OSS
development project and of the long term impact of the
conducted usability activities in the sense of changes in
both the user interface and in the developer attitudes.

The UKKOSS 6 team consisting of six students and
UKKOSS 7 team consisting of four students also carried
out comprehensive usability tests and further analyzed the
results from the tests, post-test interviews and
questionnaires. The user interface of the game was also
evaluated through cognitive walkthrough and compared to a
set of usability heuristics and game usability heuristics by
Pinelle et al [36] and Desurvire et al [11] in order to
identify apparent problems in usability. Selection of the
user test participants was done by asking possible users
their gaming habits and past experience so that their
experience and background would match the requirements
from the development team – most of the testers in the
usability tests carried out by the UKKOSS 5 team had had
previous experience in the roguelike genre, and this time
the development team wanted gamers without such
experience. The UKKOSS 6 and 7 teams each found three
different kinds of test participants to help them to test the
game from three different perspectives of different kinds of
users. The UKKOSS 6 team evaluated the game as a whole
while the UKKOSS 7 team focused on evaluating the
tutorial of the game.
The usability testing teams found several problems with the
user interface and usability of the game. UKKOSS 6 team
found 28 usability problems through heuristic evaluation
and 11 usability problems in usability testing. UKKOSS 7
team found 10 usability problems through cognitive
walkthrough and 16 usability problems in usability testing.
Many of these problems were classified as severe problems
that should be addressed as soon as possible. The user
experience of the users participating in the usability tests
ranged from gaining a possible new user for this game to a
user that did not ever want to see the game again. The
results of these tests were reported to the developers and the
community and were also added to the usability project
wiki page through the contact person.
There have not been comments by the developers to the
usability problems reported by the UKKOSS 6 and
UKKOSS 7 teams on the wiki page; however, one of the
non-developer contributors of the OSS project converted
the usability report from its original pdf form into proper
wiki page. It can be argued that also this kind of initiative
from within the community shows that the usability
activities and their results were considered important to the
community. Also, the developers acknowledged the good
quality of the reports, indicated that they have read them,
praised the usability activities as being professional and
maintained that the issues raised in the reports should be
fixed. On the other hand, the UKKOSS 6 and 7 student
usability teams were not as much actively participating
within the community as the UKKOSS 5 team and the
communication between the teams and the developers and
the community was mostly done through the developer
usability champion who was a member of the UKKOSS 5
team.

The work of the UKKOSS 8 student usability team has only
recently concluded, and its impact on the case project is still
not fully clear. The team was similar in resources to
UKKOSS5: that is, in addition to testing and analyzing, it
also had resources to provide coding and level design effort.
The approach of this team was to not to participate in the
case OSS development project in the way UKKOSS5 did,
but to work with the usability champion. The team worked
on the tutorial of the game based on the usability findings
and suggestions of the previous UKKOSS teams. They
found 29 different usability problems in their five usability
tests and used the results to improve the tutorial levels. The
scope and target of testing and development was agreed
upon with the usability champion at the beginning of the
project, and the results were handed to him at the end.
Certain problems were identified with this approach.
Relying on the usability champion, instead of direct
communication with the development team and community,
to deliver the results to the case project resulted in a delay
measured in months in this case. There was a
miscommunication that made the student team mistakenly
think the user interface was to be overhauled by the
development team in the near future, which caused them to
not include problems directly related to the user interface
into the scope of their work. Additionally, the usability
champion did not consider the team’s output as
immediately acceptable for the game, but has been
reworking it for inclusion. This has also caused a long delay
in the team’s work finding its way into the game.
Generally, there has been no substantial direct commentary
from the development team and the community on the
UKKOSS8’s work, apart from the usability champion.
However, the improvements to the tutorial are included in
the release schedule, which can be seen as an approval from
the development team. Also, there have been improvements
to the technical framework of the tutorial message system,
likely inspired by the other changes to the tutorial
happening at the same time.
One additional noteworthy observation related to this OSS
project and to the position of usability activities in it
emerged during the work of this team: some of the
previously more usability oriented core developers who
started to encourage the usability teams, wanted to have
more usability activities and developed the proposed
changes to the user interface have now been less active
within the community. This might have an impact on the
success of this team’s work, although it is not a necessity to
have those usability oriented core developers involved to
gain a positive outcome.
DISCUSSION

Based on the results of this case study, we claim that the
participative approach we selected proved to be successful
and invaluable in introducing usability activities into the
OSS development project. There already have been studies

where usability student teams have introduced usability
activities into OSS development projects but there has not
previously been this kind of a long-term research
intervention involving one OSS case project and multiple
usability student teams spanning multiple years. Even
though the participative approach for introducing usability
activities has also earlier been experimented with, in this
case the student usability team was even more active within
the community: they tried to make themselves known by
participating in discussions, reporting game bugs, playing
on public servers and editing wiki pages, as well as through
submitting code patches, their work in this case resulting in
having an impact on the OSS game. Therefore, the case
shows that not only usability activities were carried out, but
those actually impacted the solution, which is not
necessarily the case regarding usability activities - neither
in traditional commercial software development nor in OSS
development (see e.g. [1, 22]). We claim that it is important
that the usability activities show in the commit feed of the
project, because all developers read commit messages.
Therefore, it would be particularly important for new
usability teams without an insider usability champion to
submit patches, get them committed through developers
with commit rights and this way make their presence visible
and know among the developers and the whole community.
As mentioned, one of the members of the UKKOSS5 team
gained commit rights and a status as a developer because he
was participating actively in discussions and recognized as
a skilful and committed player of the game. However, we
do not claim that it is necessary that all usability team
members have skills in implementing improvement patches
or interest in gaming. The usability team members may not
have to like gaming in general or the particular genre of
games, but they would still have to play the game enough in
order to know the game mechanics. In addition, the
activities of this team member clearly enabled that person
to build trust and show merits that are issues considered
highly important related to introducing usability activities
into OSS development [1, 4, 5]. If not being able to code or
not interested at all to play the game any more than
absolutely necessary, the usability expert can still try to be
as active as possible in the discussions within the
community, as it has been argued that power in OSS
projects is not only material and technical, but also
discursive, and one can gain authority not only through
controlling the source code and by possessing technical
knowledge and skills in programming, but also through
controlling the discussions in the discussion space [43]. If
usability experts become visible through active discussions,
they may also be able to gain more authority and their work
better impact.
Although the work of the UKKOSS 6 and 7 usability teams
and the importance of fixing the usability problems they
had identified were recognized by the core developers,
there has not been as much practical impact as in UKKOSS
5. One might suggest that the UKKOSS 5 usability team

would not have had so much chance for success if the team
members had not participated actively within the
community, submitted patches and been interested in
gaming in general and playing that game in particular (or
more generally in certain product domain and the particular
product in question). The different approach taken by the
UKKOSS8 team, relying on the usability champion instead
of working directly with the development team and
community, resulted in significant overhead in time and
developer effort. If the process had been more iterative, the
student team would have gotten more feedback from the
developers and improved their work before submitting the
final version. Additionally, miscommunications during the
start of the project would likely have been cleared.
Although the student team did contribute patches, compared
to the iterative and participative approach of the UKKOSS5
team, the work of the UKKOSS8 team is taking much
longer to get into the game’s codebase, and there have been
fewer developers taking part. These observations indicate,
altogether, that there might be a connection between the
level of participation and the practical impact of the
usability work as seen in changes in the user interface and
in improved usability.
The long-term case study enables observing the case OSS
project and the process of introducing usability activities
into the project during multiple years. During these years
there have been noticeable changes within community and
its culture. The ways how the developers and the
community communicate have changed within the case
OSS development project since the involvement of the first
student usability team. The previously used mailing list is
no longer as active as before, and the IRC channel for
developers has emerged as the main mode of
communication. Furthermore, some of the core developers
who started championing the usability activities have now
been less active within the case community, as mentioned.
Although there have not been references to the UKKOSS
team reports in the commit messages recently, there has
been references to usability and user interface
improvements. Nevertheless, the natural and gradual
change in OSS communities presents a challenge for
introducing usability activities into OSS projects because
change within development team means that the usability
team may have to constantly be active as new developers
may not be familiar with usability and previously conducted
usability activities. Altogether, usability experts as well as
OSS researchers should take into account that the culture
and the ways of working in an OSS project are not fixed but
may change over time when developers, community
members and their opinions change.
In this case OSS project, clear motivations could be
identified for the usability activities. The importance of
good user interface was identified as a major development
goal in the game manual and it was seen important to
support new users in particular. Therefore, usability was
identified as a possible way to provide a competitive edge

for this OSS project, i.e. through attracting new users
through superior usability. In fact, reviews and
commentaries of this particular game often highlight it's
relatively highly developed interface, and recommend it for
beginners in the genre. In this OSS project, the benefits of
better usability were identified but not actively discussed or
used as primary motivators for the usability activities, as
has been suggested by researchers dealing with usability
cost benefit considerations.
Regarding motivations for usability in the game context in
general, one can argue that usability may contribute to
higher user satisfaction and productivity, even though in a
slightly different meaning compared to applications
supporting work tasks while game playing is voluntary
[25]. In addition, OSS projects may benefit of usability
work through reduced need for changes due to bad usability
and through increased popularity of their software (see also
[39]). On the other hand, as it has been argued that usability
needs to be adapted to fit the game context (e.g. [25]) as
well as to fit the OSS development context [39]. Therefore,
the complex relationships between games, usability and
open source software should be explored further.
CONCLUSION

This paper inquired the introduction of usability activities
into OSS development through an empirical case study in
the OSS development context. Our empirical analysis
suggested that it is beneficial to introduce usability
activities into OSS development project through a
participative approach where the usability experts become
recognized part of the development community through
adapting their ways of work into the culture of the OSS
project and submitting code patches. This kind of
participative approach had a clear impact in the case project
and usability activities were therefore successful.
This study provides several practical implications. First of
all, usability experts interested in contributing to OSS
projects may utilize the findings of this study and try the
participative approach when entering the project.
Furthermore, usability experts working in the company
context may also consider how to apply these findings in
their work. No doubt the participative approach is valuable
also in the commercial context, but naturally the guidelines
presented in this paper are all not directly applicable. For
instance, submitting code patches may not be a culturally
compatible way to enter the project, and active participation
in discussions and interest in the use of the product in
question may not yield desirable results. In the company
context it needs to be considered anew what it entails to
become a fellow member in the development and to align
the ways of work with the engineers.
Regarding the limitations of this study, one must mention
that it might be considered as a limitation that the usability
experts in this case were students. However, this might not
be such a problem as in OSS development the formal status

(e.g. educational degree) of people, including the usability
experts is not important but rather how people, i.e. the
usability experts in this case, have contributed to the OSS
project and community. Developers in OSS projects listen
to rational reason and do not look at formal status. The core
developers and community in general seemed to be satisfied
when the usability teams – or any contributor for that matter
– had contributed something for the common effort, no
matter whether the usability teams consisted of students not
yet experts in usability activities or consultant level
usability experts. Actually, the developers thanked the good
quality of the reports and even praised the work of the
student usability teams as being of professional quality. In
this case OSS development project all the UKKOSS teams
were very open that they were students and doing the
usability activities as part of their course work, and the
developers and the community in general did not see their
status as students as being any kind of problem.
There are also other limitations concerning the results. The
results are based on the analysis of only one, and naturally
very specific, case OSS development project that happened
to be involved in game development and that was not
commercially supported one. It is unclear how the nature of
the product under development affected the results – i.e.
whether the fact that the project was developing a game
affected the success of the participative approach. On the
other hand, the fact that there was no company involved in
this OSS development project was our choice. In case there
had been a company taking part, the participative approach
might have been equally applicable, but on the other hand,
if the part taking company had taken the responsibility of
usability work for the OSS solution, there probably would
not have been that much interest in the external usability
support in the project and the integration of the work of
these external usability experts with those hired by the
company would, altogether, have represented a completely
new, although also very interesting, research topic.
Regarding paths for future work, we maintain that still more
work needs to be done related to inquiring how to introduce
usability activities into OSS development, addressing
different kinds of OSS projects (e.g. large, small, with
different leadership styles, the OSS solutions representing
different product domains, etc.) After introduction, usability
also needs to be institutionalized (see [45]), and this needs
future research in the OSS context, too. In addition, the
complexities involved with improving usability in the open
source game context need to be explored further. We also
wish to emphasize that usability activities and methods
originate from academia or from commercial software
development industry, which have clear cultural differences
to OSS development. Therefore, research on the appropriate
and culturally compatible ways for combining usability and
OSS development philosophies and practices is still needed.
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